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The only way of stepping out smart is by wearing well-tailored custom clothes. Custom-tailored
clothes are the only apparel that can justify the amount of money one spends for them. When one
goes to the right kind of custom tailor, the entire memorable experience starts from the outset. If itâ€™s
a custom shirt one is looking for, one can take oneâ€™s time sorting out the huge selection of shirt
fabrics and the styles. Spend some time going through the range of fabrics that are especially
imported from the fine shirting mills of England and Italy as well as Switzerland and Japan. There is
an excellent collection of high count cottons that are in rich and luxurious shades. There are more
than 30 shades such as confetti, deep navy, Oceanside, kiwi and lime green as well as pure rain
and pine forest. There are two-ply cottons that are the standard in todayâ€™s European cotton fabrics.
These feel and look better because of the two ply in both the warp and weft. With the help of the
single needle French seams the finishing flair has a smooth and high quality of appearance and
softness in feel.

For the custom dress shirts one also needs to define the collar length and height as well as the
collar and cuff stitch. For long sleeves, the nature of cuffs has to be spelt out. The options are button
cuff rounded corners and angle cut corners. There are the 2 button cuff square corners and those
with angle cut corners too. If you like the French cuff you also have the choice from among square,
rounded and convertible French cuffs. The pocket styles include classic, rounded, regular with flap
and button. The body front styles can be placket front or the plain front among others. The body
back styles include plain back, inverted pleat in back or the back with the side or box pleats.

The selection pattern for suit jackets for custom suits is similarly exhaustive. One can opt for the
classic two buttons, the conservative three buttons or the one button peak lapel, lower piped
pockets, single, side or no vents. For the slacks you can select from among plain front or the single,
triple, double and four pleats besides the box pleat and the scissor pleat. The reason why the
custom tailor is so fastidious is that he is a perfectionist and he wants to ensure that you step out in
style.
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Anirban - About Author:
I webmaster of http://www.mytailor.com offer you to order online and get your a custom suits, formal
tuxedo, custom made shirts, pants, a custom dress shirts, bespoke suits, shirts, French cuff dress
shirt, gold cufflink and many more from mytailor.
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